Florida International University Turkish Student Association Proudly Presents:

TURKISH NIGHT 2004

December 04, 2004
7:00 pm

FIU Graham Center Panther Suite 3rd Floor
11200 SW 8th St Miami, FL 33199

Full-time students + children: $12 (Walk-in: $15)
Adults: $18 (Walk-in: $25)

Tickets available at:
Can Dede – 305-498-4476 cdede002@fiu.edu
Seckin Gokaltun – 786-301-1926 gokaltun@gmail.com
Baris Avsar – 954-655-8322 barisavsar@yahoo.com

Starters:
1- HUMUS
2- ZEYTINYAGLI YAPRAK SARMA
   (Dolma with Grape Leaves)
3- KISIR (TABULI)
4- SIGARA BOREGI (Cheese Rolls)
5- YOGURTLU PATLICAN KIZARTMASI
   (Fried Eggplant with yogurt)
6- PATATES SALATASI (Potato Salad)

Main Course:
1- ORMAN KEBABI (Forest Kebab)
2- PILAV (White Rice)
3- SALATA (Salad)

Deserts:
REVANI

Beverage:
AYRAN (Yogurt Drink), TURK CAYI (Turkish Tea)

Turkish Music Performance by:
“TURKISH BLEND”

VOCALS: OZGUR AVSAR
KEYBOARDS: CENGIZHAN YARGICI
BASS GUITAR: BRUCE ENO
ELECTRO GUITAR: AYBARS OCAL
CLASSIC GUITAR: BULENT AYDIN
DRUMS: MICHEAL McCAIN
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